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Commission on Diversity and Inclusion

BOR approves
Diversity Plan
Austia R a m sey
News Editor

Relka Ebert, German professor and member of the Commission on Sustalnablllty, rides her bicycle In front of Pogue Library.

Commission on SustalnabWty

Bike loans available to faculty, staff
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
As part of a new University initiative, campus bike racks could
see a little more use this semester.
The Board of Regents passed a motion in its February meeting
to allow funds for no-interest loans to faculty and staff, giving
them purchase assistance for bicycles and cycling accessories.
The motion derives from the think-tank Commission on Sus·
tainability, one of three commissions formed by President Randy
Dunn last spring. Several issues concerning the University were
delegated to these groups of appointed faculty and staff.
Reika Ebert, German professor at Murray State and a member
of the Commission for Sustainability, discussed key points that
brought the bike loan program to fruition.
"People were invited who had shown interest in sustainability,"
Ebert said. "Subcommittees submitted a number of ideas on air
conditioning. heating, timed lights in buildings· a number of suggestions were made. The bicycle loan was just one of those
ideas.''
Ebert said the bicycle loan proposal was easy to submit
because it was a carbon copy of the laptop loan system, which is
already in place for faculty and staff.
"We picked and chose which ideas would be relatively easy and
feasible, and with the computer loan already in place, somebody
came up with (using the computer loan system as a guide), especially with lower-income scales and trying to allow for afford·
ability," Ebert said.
According to a press release on roundaboutmurray.com. faculty and staff who have been employed for six or more months may
seek to take a no-interest loan up to 80 percent of the cost of a
bicycle and its accessories not to exceed $2,000.
The press release also stated loans must be repaid in either
monthly or bi-weekly installments as deductions from payroll
checks. Funds that are repaid will remain in a loan pool for future
purchases within the program.

Ebert said she hopes many faculty and staff take advantage of
the program in the coming months.
"You'll always have parking in front of the building," Ebert said.
"When you see more bicycles and thC)V become more popular,
then more~ 'Will be on a bie~ l ~~1or ODe't owa
health, it feels good and it takes up less lpace.,.
Ebert noted a few disadvantages of the program, but she said
she hoped it would not dissuade from the overall positives of the
program and its future.
"If you live further away, then you can't do it," she said. "If you
are carrying stuff, then that can be a big argument. What about
weather and nice clothes? The one thing about academia is one
doesn't have to dress up as much as business."
President Randy Dunn said the bike loan comes from one of
many ideas being developed and implemented by the Commission.
"It's not an anchoring element to the sustainability recommen·
dations, but it's one piece they felt was important and I support·
ed that recommendation," he said. "I've already had comments
from a couple of individuals who have taken advantage of it and
were very appreciative of the fact that it was there."
Dunn said the program also complements Healthy Lifestyle initiatives taking place across campus. '
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, spoke posi·
tively of the bike loan program and what it could do for faculty
and staff.
"It is another example of the University doing what it can to
reach out and provide benefits for our employees," he said.
Those interested in the program must submit the approximate
cost of their bicycle and equipment in the form of a written quote
from the seller. Also, interested parties may purchase their bicy·
cles and equipment desired and then can be reimbursed before a
two-week period has passed.
Written requests should be submitted to Camela Ramey,
accounting specialist, room 200 at Sparks Hall.
Contact Marlowe at edward.marlowe@murraystate.edu.

The Murray State Board of Regents unanimously approved the
University Diversity Plan at its quarterly meeting Friday.
Approved by the Council on Postsecondary Education's Com·
mittee on Equal Opportunity last month. the document now
awaits a full CPE review two years after a
council mandate called for each public
.,1 really do think
state t~niversity to implement a plan.
As boards across the state begin sub- this could chanoe
mitting their plans. the CPE will review
the face of our
and either accept or deny each plan.
The document presents a fave-year
University."
plan of strategies the University will take
-Randy Dunn
to promote diversity on campus. Col·
leges, departments and administrative University President
positions are listed in the 60-p88e docu·
ment and are advised on bow to promote diversity to their superiors, staff and students.
It calls on four specific areas to which the plan will apply - stu·
dent body diversity, student su ccess, workforce diversity and
campus climate.
Written by the President's Commission on Diversity and Inclu·
sion, it was developed through near-weekly meetings, open
forums and classroom visits, the document states.
As regents and audience members crowded the hallway outside
the room in which the vote was held Friday, two smiling laces
remained still in the surge of shaking hands and backslapping.
Commission Co-cllain Jody Cofer and S.G. Carthell, who guided the plan through each of its phases, agreed that a policy of this
magnitude takes a certain process to come into fruition
"It's another step forward," Cofer said of the vote. "It's been a
lor1g process."
GartheU laid while WOrk remaina bt~ forward to continuing work with the Commission.
"It's a testament of what we're trying to do here at Murray
State, as far as moving in the right direction," he said. "Now the
work starts toward pulling the concepts of the plan together."
Carthdl said it has been his long-time passion that defining
people by anything except what they are - people - should end.
"I have a philosophy, and that is that students come to Munay
State and they want to be students," he said. "And everything we
can do to make a student wake up in the .m orning and just feel like
a stu(jent, not a black student or a white student or an LGBT stu·
dent or an international student. Anythiq.g we can do that will
create an environment where when someone wakes up in the
morning, they're just a Racer."
Cofer said the hard work on the part of the Commission on
Diversity and Inclusion will not end with the passage of the plan.
With CPE approval of the document, the commission plans to
remain a decision-making body of campus leaders, helping push
different action steps, he said.
"The Commission itself bad a charge to develop the new Diver·
sity Plan, but the other part is to implement it," he said. "So we've
got to have conversations with the president around what he
wants that to look like."
Cofer said a timeline addressing each issue and giving those
issues the appropriate time to develop will be a soon-to-come
next step on the part of the Commission.
Prior to Friday's vote, Dunn addressed the Board. He said an
initiative like the Diversity Plan is necessary to pull in the support
of all levels and all people Munay State encompasses.
Said Dunn: "I really do think this can change the face of the
University."
Contact Ramsey at aram.seyS@murraystate.edu.

Search looks to fill Dining Services director void, fmalistS interviewed
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
Three finalists .have been interviewed for
Director of Dining Services after Richard Fritz,
former director, left to take a similar position at
Northern Illinois University in DeKalb, Ill.
The candidates are Gail Abrams Aungst,
Brian Schneider and Paula Amols.
Mike Young. assistant vice president of Stu·
dent Affairs, said that Fritz took the job to be
closer to family.
Once the move was announced, Murray State
faculty and staff began the search to find a
replacement for the position.
"We formed a hiring committee based on constituents, people who were in contact with
(Fritz)," Young said. "This includes Food Service Committee, people in our food industry,
auxiliary services, the International Student
Office and the Multicultural Office."
According to Young, the job was listed on
national search websites and in national publications as well as similar industry websites and
The Paducah Sun.
Alex Green, lectures chair for the Campus
Activities Board for SGA, is part of the committee search for a replacement director.

"My involvement with Dining Services goes
back to 2009-2010 when I was a senator and
served on the Dining Services Committee,"
Green said. "Because l am a "studying nutrition
with an emphasis in food management I stayed
on the committee as just a student representa·
tive and less as a student government member."
Both Green and Young expressed specific
qualities the committee is looking for in appli·
cants for the job. Strong leadership skills, budgeting skills, a student-oriented mind set, posi·
tivity and long-term planning skills are just a
few requirements for the director's job.
The minimum requirements listed on the
NACUFS (The National Association of College
and University Food Services) website indicate
Murray State is looking for someone with a
bachelor's degree in food management, nutrition or related field and a minimum five years
progressive experience in planning and direct·
ing a comprehensive dining service program on
a college/university campus.
"An understanding of the industry and someone who can provide a unique dining experi·
ence is crucial," Young said.
Green said choosing the new director is a difficult task.
• "We narrowed it down to three candidates

that we have invited to campus for a visit and an
interview," Green said. "The more strenuous
work is ahead of us."
Abrams-Aungst of La Marque, Texas, visited
Aug. 23 and 24 for an extensive tour and inter·
view for the job. Abrams-Aungst is currently
the Director of Dining at Texas A&M Universi·
ty at Galveston and previously held assistant
dining positions at University of Michigan,
Brockville Psychiatric Hospital in Brockville,
Ontario.. and for a time was self-employed.
Abrams·Aungst graduated with a master's
degree in business administration in human
resource management and dispute resolution in
2009 and 2010.
Schneider of DeKalb, Ill., visited Aug. 29 and
30 for the same tour. Schneider has a bachelor
of arts in psychology and is currently the acting
assistant director of dining at Northern Illinois
University in DeKalb, Ill. Schneider also has
held the title of food service administrator 11 in
the NIU Bakery, assistant dining director at
Eastern Illinois University and food service
administrator II at NIU.
Amols, visited yesterday and today for the
fmal tour of applicants. Amols is currently the
assistant director/project manager of dining life
at Cornell University in Ithaca, N.Y. Previous
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positions include general manager/coordinator
and publicist for Cornell Dinin~ and Campus
Life and supervisor/operations manager/vending manager for Cornell University. Amols
graduated from Cornell University with a bachelor's of science in animal science in 1975.
In Fritz's absence, Don Robertson, vice president· of Student Affairs, has assumed responsibilities and delegated to appropriate heads of
operation untU hiring is complete.
You01 said the position should be filled this
semester but that hiring is negotiable and could
be delayed until January should a candidate not
make It through the interview process.
"Our hope is that one of those candidates will
surface as the person to hire and replace Mr.
Fritz, and will keep us on the same path that he
had us movi01 in," Robertson said. "It impacts
so many people at the University that it's
important that we hire the right person."
Robertson said the search committee will
meet early next week to compare notes and call
references to determine viability of the candidates.
Said Robertson: ·~1 three have an extensive
experience in dining operations."
Contact Marlowe at edward.marlowe@
murraystate.ediL
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Murray State hOsts veteran Yoga class
Meghann Anderson

ray State will be the host site for the yoga class-

Contributing writer

es, but Murray State is not directly involved

Instead of running a mile and executing
numerous pushups and situps, veterans in the
Murray-Galloway County area wiU now have
the chance to work out in a different way. A new
yoga program geared toward returning veterans
will strike a pose on campus later this month.
Starting Sept. 7, the Connect Warriors, a charitable organization, based out of Boca Raton,
Fla., will hold classes from 5 to 6 p.m. t.'Very
Wednesday in the south gym of the Carr Health
building.
According to thc,ir website, The Connected
Warriors' mission is to teach yoga techniques to
military vet<'rans and their families through a
network of volunteers.
Alison Marshall, associate director for the
Transfer Center 'and Veteran Affairs, said Mur-

with the program.
·
She said veteran students will be allowed to
bring their spouse, partner or adolescent child
with them to the class. The class is only open to
veterans and thei,r immediate family members,
Gayle Rogers, a local yoga instructor, willle.ad
the class. Rogers has taught yoga for 14 years.
Tim Whitaker, Amy Nolan and Kathy Rogers
will help Rogers instruct the class. All four were
trained by a Connected Warrior leader.
Rogers recently led a program at the Exercise
and Cancer Recovery Program at the Universi·
ty, which used yo1,ra techniques to help breast
cancer survivors. She said after participating in
that program she knew she wanted to be more
involved with yoga therapy.
Marshall said the goal of the class is to reduce
stress, ht!lp build core muscles, gain tlexibility

and maintain balance.
She said many find yoga to be both physically
and mentally healthy.
Rogers said each class is taught so that each
fitness level is catered.
"We hope to bffer the class every semester,"
Marshall said...We already have a .group of individuals who have expressed an interest."
President Randy Dunn said he was happy
with what this pro1,'Tam brought to the University's campus.
"I was really excited to sec it get put together
and started and I think it's going to be a real
mark of the campus' dedication of serving this
realm of students," he said.
The class is open to veterans of all ages and
arc free. All materials, such as mats and chairs,
will be provided, Rogers said.
lbe classes arc a way for the University .to
give back, Marshall said.

"It is a great opportunity for active and inactive veterans in the Murray community;• Marshall said. "We are looking for this to be a way
for those who have given their time and service
t<> our country, to get back into the cullcgc life."
Marshall .said the yoga prQb'Tam is pa11 of
what she hopes will beoome a trend on campus,
along with the Veteran Student Organi7.ation
she is forming and the Veteran lounge opening
Sept. 6. in room 300 in Alexander Hall.
The lounge is a great place for veterans to
rcla.x and socialize with other veterans, Marshall said.
To enroll in the Connect Warriors yog;l pro·
gram contact Gayle Rogers at gaylcrogers@
wk.nct. For more ·information un the Veteran
Student Organi?.ation contact Alis1>n Marshall
at alison.marshall@murraystate.edu.
Contact
Anderson
at
manderson@
murraystate.edu.

Across campus
Fellowship offers students experieDce
Research Scholar Fellowship b taking PJ'tlPQSals detailing
their research through Sept. 16.
The program is designed for full-ti.Jne undergraduate stU·
dents at Murray State.
Thl~ Research Scholar Fellowship indudes a $2,()09 student
stipend. a $500 faculty mentor stipend and a $500 supply
budget.
Free Proposal Writin~ Help 5essions are open to all.stu·
dents :;ubmitting and will be at 4 p.m. Sept. 7 at Watetfleld
Ubrary.

Committee for.stu'\ellt safety forms
A Student Intervention Committee is now in eft'ett on cam·
pus. The. committee is made up of staff from Student Affidrs.
Provost Office, Judicial Affairs, Psycholo~ical Center, C:OUn-scling and Testing. Student Health Services, Public Safety and
the University Attorney's Otnce.
The group's goal is to create a safe campus for all $tlldems.

Grant assists bill
implemep.tation
Samantha Vlllanueva

Andrew Porter, aRegents Thorougbrewed ~ employee, works the register. Porter said the University Is giving the cafe a final chance to raiseLprofits.

Contributmg writer

Cafe suffers low profits

Murray State received a grant from the Kentucky Coundl on
Postsecondary Education late over the summer to aid it in reach·
ing goals set by recent state legislation. .
The new $200,000 grant was derived from Senate Bill I, which
focuses on improving students' transition from high school to
('()liege with a goal of improving the number of college freshmen
and decrease the amount of remedial classes they need to take.
Don RoberL<>nn, vice president of Student Affairs, said the
grant's primary.function is to show why the new law is so impor·
tant.
"Surely with ~he combination of having (high school students)
better prepared when they arrive and when they get here, we
work with them, will show that the whole focus is not just to have
a better enrollment number but that they all graduate in time," he
s:Jid. "What good would it do if the student was to come and not
graduate? We all want them to leave with their degrees."
One of the ways tlw grant was put into effect was in two Summer Academy sessions in which discussions b<.'twecn local high
school teachers and various University faculty members took
place.
Students and teachers talked about possible changes to
improve freshmen transition.
Renae Duncan, associate provost for undergraduate education
and project director for the grant, said the academies wetc an
idl·alistic way to talk about the changes that had to be made to
reach the grant's go<Jl.
"'Inc academies provided a space for high school teachers from
the region and MSU faculty to discuss the expectations for mathl.'matics, writing, homework and many other topics," she said.
Bonnie Higginson. provost and vice president of academic
affairs, said she hopes the efforts from the grant will nut only
improve graduation rates but make a better name for the schools
involved.
Contact Villanueva at S\'illanueva@murraystare.edu.

Chris Wilcox
Contributing writer
Regents Thoroughbrcwed Cafe, a coffee shop serving Regents
College residents, is under the scrutiny of the University. follow·
ing a year of low pr(lfitability.
According to staff members, the University is giving the coffee
shop another chance to raise profits before it is closed.
"The facility was originally (scheduled) to close due to the lack
of profit made, but it has been given the chance to increase profits," Dennis Porter, sophomore from Scottsville, Ky.. and Thoroughbrcwed Cafe employee, said.
Emily Rirnstein, sophomon.• from St Louis. Mo.. and employee
of the Thorough brewed Cafe in the Curris Center, said the loc:Jti\m and poor selection of Regents Cafe may have attributed to its
low profits.
''It's kind of tucked away," she said. "It needs to be advertised
more. That, and they don't have a lot of selection. Hart Cafe and
the cafe in the Curris Center have a lot of different things you can
get. while Regents just has regular coffee and sandwiches."
The Rl•gents Cafe reduced its business hours from 8 to 10 a.m.
and 4 to 10 p.m. Monday through Friday this semester. It is closed
weekends.
Regents College Cafe is no longer offering Starbuck.s coffee
since its coffee supply licensing agreement was transferred to the
Curris Center Cafe.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs. said coffee
sales at Regents Cafe had been poor. making it difficult to justify
keeping it open.
"We have determined not to close it," Robertson said. "We arc

working with the RCC (Residential Colleg<.• Committee) and the
new coUcge head co look at how we can better market the facility."
Amy Crurnp. supervisor of Dining Services, said the Regents
Cafe's financial problems started when kcycards were introduced
for building access.
She said this created difficulties for students of other residen-.
tial colleges who wished to enter the building.
"We have shortem•d our bu~incss hours and we arc working
diligently with the lll'W college head, Cynthia Gayman, to help us
out with ease of access so others can access this coffee shop," she
said. "Hopefully, that will get us back on track financially and
allow us to keep employing students and providing ~he students
with thls cafe service."
She said other ideas to contribute included closing the cafe for
a semester to reconfigure access and Sl~curity. Tighter security is
gnod for the college hut could hurt the Thoroughbrcwed business
at Regents College.
President Randy Dunn said the Uni..-crsity has an obligation to
provide certain services to its students that go beyond the traditional business prindples.
"Sometimes when you run a university campus, there's just
some things that you have to do to contribute to the life and culture that provides a campus feel that you want," he said.
Dunn said he supports the help the Cafe is getting.
"So I'm supportive of the efforts to keep it going and look forward to the success thcv'll have with it," he said.
Crump said Dining S~rviccs managers arc working to find better optil>nS, but for now, the cafe will remain open.
Contact Wilcox at c.-wilcox2@murraystate.edu.
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Our View

Planking? .really?
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
S tudents all around the world
are returning to their campuses
this fall ready to take on a new
year of learning and exploring.
Many are coming back with summertime experiences learned
through internships, jobs or volunteer positions.
One skill many students came
back to campus with was probably
not gained in any of these settings.
That is the skill of planking. Its
importance is non-existent and its
usefulness was .lost somewhere
between here and the Bulgarian
village where it started. But the
absurdity of this viral activity is
where the real meat is. The only
point of planking is its entertainment value. And being entertainment means someone out there is
enjoying it.
Whether it is the audience or the

performer, there is some quality to
the activity itself as a sort of street
theater. So when Western Kentucky University kicked out a student at the beginning of this
school year (he was later readmitted) for his planking ant~cs on
campus we cried foul. It seems as
if there is little humor left in Bowling Green these days.
Conveniently Murray State made
a video more absurd than planking
itself. It labeled the University a
plank-friendly campus. Even if the
quality of the video is questionable, the overall message was
entertaining. WKU's President
Ransdell said his students had better things to do such as volunteer
in the community.
His statement shows just how
much fear there is at WKU. When
one planks and gets away with it
then before you know it we will all
plank! We cannot have a University that encourages fun behavior or
else future students might actually
want to come here.
·

Diversity a must
Although there may be some on
The University recently passed a
five-year plan to advance diversity this campus who ·do not see the
advantages of creating a more
on campus.
The Diversity Plan will, if imple- diverse college experience, the
mented correctly, put the Univer- reality is diversity is now one of
sity at a level of competition the more important aspects of
unknown to many other higher attaining a higher education.
Unfortunately
many other
education institutions across the
schools have lacked in this endeavcountry.
The real challenge is going to be or, so seeing the University taking
implementing this plan on a wide steps to improve itself should be
seen as a landmark step, even if it
scale across the University.
At fJist it may seem like a no- is required of all public schools.
Diversity creates more thinking,
brainer, but in reality achieving the
goals set throughout the plan is more inclusion and overall more
going to be hard work. This plan progress within our_ society as a
has the chance to change the Uni- whole.
The experiences we take away
versity for the better but one slip
up or rehire could ruin the entire from college will determine how
we see the world we walk into past
idea.
And just as students, faculty and the gates of the University.
The benefit of knowledge we
staff need to get behind this plan
by the University, there will be receive in the classroom is just as
increased amounts of diverse amounts important as the knowledge those
around us have to share.
of students, faculty and staff.

IWdoy•tlilk .••

have you ever planked on campus?
Where isthe best spot?
"No. But if I could I would probably plank
on top of the Rainey T. Wells statue.
I'd shoot for 10 seconds"
A. J. Glaser • Louisville, Ky.
freshman

"No, unfortunately I have not. I'd
be Impressed if someone planked
on top of Pogue library."
Emily Hensel • Paducah, Ky.
junior

"No, I've never planked at all. The best
place to plank on campus would be on
top of the Old Fine Arts building."
Austin Brown • Owensboro. Ky.
sophOmore

Nate Brelsford!The News
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Looking tip for once
This past
Monday we
residents of
the
Murray t
area were all ,
treated
to
what's been
dubbed
the
Reese Hawldns #mkyblackjunior from
out or the
Benton, Ky.
#murrpocalypse if I have
my Twitter hashtags correct.
I know I am new to this column, so let me interrupt myself
here and say I am a person who
chooses his words carefully.
As a student of the Journalism and Mass Communication department (public relations more specifically) and
intern in University Communications, the gift of gab is supposed to be my ace in the hole.
I apologize in advance if I wax
philosophically_for longer than
some of you can stomach.
That aside, during the hour or
so this sleepy town was plunged
into darkness during the middle
of the day, what I witnessed was
truly mindblowing.
Like most of the older students here I was a resident during the ice storm of2009. If you
· were not around let me tell you
it was a blast.
This town has a pristine and
heavenly quality to it when it's
glazed in snow and ice under an
'unobstructed, crystal-clear view
of the winter night sky.
It's beautiful.
Not to say the storm didn't
have economic and social repercussions that should go overlooked. But the feeling of being
off the grid, having to depend

Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor • 809-4481

on your wits and what you had
on hand and the loss of the feeling anything I needed was
merely a trip to Walmart away
/Was nothing less than exhilarating.
Some might see this as shortsighted and they would be correct.
'
Sure, a weekend of this is a lot
less severe than three weeks.
That is the amount of time my
hometown spent without electricity during the ice storm.
And trust me, returning home,
even briefly, left me awash with
emotion that I have rarely felt
since.
Many families and people
struggled to provide for themselves during that time. But like
all good stories go, they pulled
together and helped one another achieve something greater
than ·they alone could not do.
And this time the goal was
~erely survival.
It was during that time I saw
friend help foe, community spirit take over small-town politics
and the inherent goodwill to
help begin to thrive.
For once the battle lines had
blurred.
For an hour this Monday, that
began to occur. People shared
knowledge of what happened,
communicated with each other
and even shared advice.
We reached out to those closest to us and focused on the
effort to understand and beyond
that, to help.
But just like that the hypnotic
gaze that our screens had on us
for so long was ~uddenly broken, if only for a moment, to
show us what we had forgotten:

the value of communication.
It's easy to lose sight of. Especially in a world where communication happens at the speed of
light and our messages arc
beamed directly to our pockets
no matter where we are. But I
walk through campus and hardly ever make eye contact anymore.
We are screenagers. Our eye
contact is made through telescopic lenses aimed poignantly
at one another. "They keep us safe
and exiled, and keep the shield
of anonymity raised high.
But
ironically
enough,
because of these tall walls, the
value of face-to-face communication has never been higher.
When you genuinely connect
with someone, whether it be in a
helping manner, lovingly,
friendly or otherwise, the power
of that connection is manifested
immediately in front of you.
It has become increasingly
rare and to me it almost feels
like magic.
To breach these elegant walls
made of LED displays and
touchscreens that technology
has allowed us to build around
ourselves, and really connect
meaningfully.
It makes me pine for the days
of old when writing a letter
meant more .than just 44 cents
and a trip to the post office.
But for an hour, I feel like we
broke away from that social
norm.
We should all be so mindful to
remember to look up ever)'
·once and a while.
We will never know where we
are going if we are always looking down.

Send your opinion to thenews@murraystate.edu
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. Write to us!
1 The News welcomes commentaries and letters to Ute editor.letters should be 300 words or less. ConI tributors should include phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, classification and
title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be between 600 to 800 words. The News
reserves the riqht to edit for style, lenqth and content. No anonymous contributions will be accepted. All
contributions should be turned in by noon on Tuesday of each week via email or thenews.orCJ Conlribu·
tlons to The News are the opinion of the author and not that of TITP Murray Stale News.
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year's~

develops. Don't
forget to check
up on your Stylebook. Ifs

your most useful tooL

Check it!
• Thf Nlflt FICibook opinion fan.
Share your thoughts about articles.
current ev•nts or 'Campus happenlnCJS.

(In response to an article in
the Aug. 19 edition of The
Murray State News)

Jaywalking

Breaking away

Sometimes I
fmd there are too
I was delighted that 1 was
many people at
I wanted to comment on the
chosen to be interviewed in
this school who are
article by Devin Griggs.
regards to the 48-hour film
so wrapped into
That was the most pro-comproject that takes place every
themselves they
1 munist article I have ever
August in Paducah.
fail to see the largread. FOR's second bill of rights
er world around
I was less than pleased when
is almost out right commu~
the fJISt paragraph that intr~
them. On many
nism!
duced my involvement did
John Walker occasions I have
I think Mr. Griggs needs a histwo things.
tory lesson on America and the
Opinion Editor found
myself
defending westFirst, it made me look
fact that America is a Republic,
incompetent that 1 was unable em Kentucky against accusations of
also the constitution was
to complete the films on time boring and uneventful qualities.
designed as a way to limit govwithout an explanation as to
Any such accusation is unfounded
ernment power.
though. This entire region is rich with
why said films were tardy.
I
We work for what we want,
Second, The fact that my cultural and natural beauty. The
Griggs needs to learn the difteam was tardy with our films problem with my generation is there
1 ference between wants and
presented the festival as so is not any real effort in trying to make
I needs.
difficult it might deter future better experiences out of the time
History shows that bigger
Murray students from enter- they spend here.
government does not ever
ing.
Last weekend I found myself at
work, look at Europe.
With that said I would Land Between the Lakes having the
appreciate it if the paper is time of my life. How? By doing
Shane Kostrzebsld
going to interview anyone for absolutely nothing.
1
whatever .reason, the writers
Two nights spent camping with
Follow us on Twitter could
at least attempt to do a friends and I have never felt so
good job relaying the informa- renewed in mind and spirit. All it
at
tion.
took was a hammock and a good
book.
Sitting out there next to KenI
lake I drifted away time and again
D.J.
Wood
MSUNewsOpinion
watching sailboats hit the caps on the
Paducah
------------1.-----------~ water and seeing barge after barge
float by. I would let my mind drift
with those vessels in multiple imaginative adventures across the land.
By laying in my hammock with a
cliff over the lake on one side and the
forest on the other I realized there is
no reason for anyone on this campus
to complain.
There is a whole world to explore
just 15 miles east of the · University
and most of the student body cannot
truthfully say they have ever been
there. The trails are empty every
time I go out there and I am pretty
sure I have enough secret spots to
make a land claim.
But even if all the students on this
campus started to make their way out
to my hideout (which they won't) I
wouldn't
mind. So long as there was
I
respect for the land and environment.
Every time I ihake a trip out there I
fmd som~~h~ ~ew and unexplored.
Whether 1t is a ~eaver's dam, a secret
chapel or the unmarked logging roads
there is always something to discover.
Unfortunately most of the students
1 meet will never find their way to
these places. The majority of them
only even know two roads in Murray.
They know the way in and they know
the way out.
,
But hear me out when I call on you
to explore the region you are in and
make connections here that are not
staked onto the University's property. There will be plenty of ~ople you
don't get along with. But guess what?
That is everywhere you go. Just
another part of human nature I guess.
That doesn't mean there is no
/flfll'l
to
society.
Way
to
reWard
in taking that step and finding
to - III}'Oqe who
to - Whoev·
Dining~ a whole new world out there. If you
works at a campus cotree
laD at faDias. ]etn
Services.
mQp. Sure you have high
The power goes er thought you
came here to stay on campus for four
years and never leave, then good rid~
prices and take
out and you could fall apart
dance.
tease us all with faster than the
forever to
The people of this community are
drink out. But
the thought of a eatlre electrleal &)ilteaa. It
welcoming
and kind. So just be a little
here in the
real ahDaged4on. takes !ftore than five people to
crazy
and
get
to know your second
It really hurts when you feed the campus. Oh. they all
newsroom. DOthhome.
play with our emotions quit? That is probably a sign
ins produces a
Contact Walker at john.walker@
that way.
better IN'Jiet.
thill8$ need to change.
murraystate.edu.

gious instructors do worldwide
The start
where the student is expected to
of the school
fully accept everything, without
year is a time
question and under threat of strict
to reflect on
penalties now and forever.
the purpose
And even the two instructors he
of
higher.
quotes who may well overstep
education.
their bounds in attempting to ram
The trans~
their views uncritically down the
....__.;..:.B~m~z"="'in<=-gr-ro--ne__J fer of infor~
of their students share a
throats
Assistant Professor mation is the
crucial
difference
with all college
of Psychology
best of man's
instructors from religious teachendeavors,
ers: we wait until our students are
responsible for taking us beyond a
barbaric and short existence to
adults.
relative ease and longevity,
Our students are not underage
improving the lot of billions. How~
children. Our students are all 18
ever, some see an inherent danger
years of age and older who freely
choose their courses and can seek
in college education. Dr. Albert
redress should we overstep our
Mohler, president of the Southern
bounds.
Baptist Convention, expressed his
concern on its website over the
If we become boorish and stifling "preachy" they can drop our
excesses of college instructors.
Of college teaching he warned . class, give us appropriately low
evaluations as is their right, they
"... most new professors find the
experience to be nearly intoxicat~
can tell all their friends to avoid
ing" and ..... the power of the pr~
our sections and nowadays with
the ubiquity of Internet use really
fessor in a classroom is immense."
rip us a new one on "Rate my Pr~
Although myself and my colfessor."
leagues thoroughly enjoy the
teaching profession, we're hardly
Imagine if religion students did
drunk with it, nor do we wield
semi~annual evaluations of their
immense power over our students.
preachers and had access to "Rate
He then related the statements of
my Minister."
two professors be claims engage
The noted Christian apologist
Josh McDowell recently decried
in "ideological indoctrination", a
the hemorrhaging of the ranks of
"matter of deep concern" to Christian parents and students since
American evangelical churches as
there may be a lot more college
young children are staying away
instructors having just such an
in droves.
unspoken plan.
One factor he blamed was colThis agenda includes secular
lege instruction.
ideas which may be antagonistic
But consider that any professor
to Christian truth claims: exposing
has but one or two semesters to
influence an adult student's (not a
students "to the world outside of
child's, or adolescent's) perspectheir town and to moral ideas not
tives in a free open forum while
exclusively derived from their
parents' religion." Sounds like Dr.
religious instructors have a
decade or more of exclusive
Mohler would prefer students to
preaching to a captive audience of
remain inside a cocoon shielded
from any "outside" knowledge.
underage children who are not
I'd wager that the vast majority . allowed to question, lest they
incur the disdain of their parents,
of college instructors do feel that
exposure to ideas different from
preachers, family and community.
the religious culture one was
The real power is in the inforbrought up in, be it Cb:ristian,
mation and its free exchange,
Muslim, Buddhist, Hindu, etc. is
which is the purpE>Se ~ migher
education.
an enlightening experience, good
for any student.
It's difficult to hang onto outmoded cultural ideas which have
However, I suspect the vast
lost their relevance in modern
majority of college instructors
could care less about and remain
times, or may be cruel, repressive
unaware of their students' relior just plain wrong in light of new
gious affiliation out of respect for
information.
the students' personal business
And however intimidating a
and given that the students' beliefs
professor attempts to be he can't
threaten his students with eternal
are wholly orthogonal to the
damnation either. It seems Dr.
course subject. In addition, the
teaching of critical thinking, invitMohler and Mr. McDowell just
ing students to disagree, question
don't like competition, even when
and argue is standard in every
we play fair, as even the worst
classroom. Dr. Mohler incorrectly
among us wait until their students
surmises that college instructors
are old enough to tell us to "go to
teach in the same manner as relihell."

Clleen to - All the new
recruitS here at The Murray
State News. Wl
. e
can't wait to see
bow well this

(In response to an article in
the Aug. 26 edition of The
Murray State News)
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Is tech
culture
a bad thing?
Waterfield

I'm so glad to see that·my library is in good use.
I'm especially pleased with our new technology
acquisitions. We just bought 15 more iPads.
That's almost eno~gh for a game of Angry Birds.
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Illegal Man Downfield

Hello, Murray State Sport Fans
Hi, my name is Dylan Stinson and I'm officially the new
Assistant Sports Editor here at
The Murray State News.
I'm honored and excited to
have been given this position
and l hope you won't stop
reading the sports section because of me. I would like to
take some time and help you
as our faithful readers get to
know me and persuade you to Assistant Sports
Editor
read what I write. I've compiled a few reasons why you should read my column
and a few random facts about myself.
l rm a genius. It's true. When it comes to sports,
there is simply no one smarter than I am. Wben
reading my articles just remember, you're reading
from a guy who knows his stuff. I know the ins and
outs of sports like it's the back of my hand. I played
sports in high school; therefore. I know everything
there is to know about everything.
2. rm an idiot. I have absolutely no idea what I'm
talking about most of the time which. I realize. probably doesn't sound good, but I can guarantee you
that I will do my best to sound like I know what I'm
talking about. Don't believe me? Just read the paragraph above this one. Cut me some slack though, I
think I have schizophrenia.
3. I speak for the unspoken mind. I say what
everyone is thinking but is too scared to say and it's
published! I would like to ask that you please not get
offended by the things 1 write, actually, you can get
offended. Just don't send me emails, or if you must
send an email send it to our Opinion Editor at
john.walker@niurraystate.edu. He would love to
read them!
'
4. I have trouble taking thinp seriously. This has
been a huge problem for me my entire life. however,
I feel like this is a strong point of mine when it
comes to sports writing. Most journalists in sports
media are way too serious. I'm not. So, you can look
to my work for some comic relief or if you're having
a bad day and need to make fun of someone, feel
free to pick up my column, look at my ugly mug and
laugh.
S. 1 really enjoy writing. On a more serious note,
writing is a huge passion of mine and so are sports.
So you can imagine how much I truly enjoyVl.is new
job of mine.
6. I'm not biased. I really don't have favorite
teams, so wnen you're reading my column you're
going to get an outsider's view on everything. However, there is one exception - the Texas Longhorns
are the best at everything, end of discussion. I will
not debate this.
1. I'm a fum believer in the SEC. I don't think I
need to say much more. Are there really any other
conferences out there?
8. Football is my favorite sport. It was a bit of a
culture shock for me when I came to Kentucky and
everyone around was gung-ho over basketball. I
never really watched basketball growing up, because
in Tennessee it's all about the Titans and University
of Tennessee football. However, I"ve grown to love
college basketball after going to a few Murray State
games.
9. Mixed Martial Arts is my favorite sport to
watch. I can't get enough of it to be honest. I love
watching two grown men fight. I believe we as men
were designed to love fights. Be expecting many
topics discussing Ultimate Fighting Championship
news, rumors, gossip and facts.
10. I don't know anyt.hfns about lbccer. I'm pretty '
much as American as it gets. I'm reaching out to
people to try and learn more about the world's most
popular sport, but right now I just don't get it.
1l I hate the New York Yankees. everything from
their hideous uniforms to Alex Rodriguez makes me
hate them more and more with each passing day. I
believe my hatred started when they beat the Braves
for the 1996 World Series. I was 6-years-old, heart
broken and depressed.
12. I wear a Chicago Cubs hat, but I don't like the
Cubs, I just like the way the hat loob. Yeah I'm one
of those guys. Don't you hate us?
13. I think Chipper Jones is the greatest baseball
player to ever live.
14. I have an addiction to Nutella. This has absolutely nothing to do with sports or why you
should read my article, but I am elbow deep into a
jar right now and it's so good.
IS. If I could be an athlete for a day it wo'Qld be
Mike Tyson. What goes on in that guy's bead?
16. I like to argue. I think this is why I like discussing topics that are controversial, I just really
enjoy arguing. Sometimes I take the side I don't
even agree with just to argue. Isn't that sick?
17. I am a world class plngpong player. I've been to
13 different countries around the world to participate in pingpong tournaments. 1 started playing
when I was 11 and turned pro when I was 17. Unfortunately, my pingpong career came to an end when
I went on a family vacation to Gainesville, Fla., and
my hand was bitten off by an alligator while my
uncle and I were fly-fishing in a swamp. It took
awhile to get used to, but I am starting to get the
hang of typing with one hand.
18. rm a compulsive liar.
So there you have it, 18 awesome reasons why you
should read my column and be my friend. Wby 18
and not 20? I don't kn~w. 1 don't feel like telling you
anything else. You'll just have to read my column if
you want to rtnd out more.

Contact Stinson at dstinson@murraystate.edu.
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The Racers run onto the field Thursday at Papa John's stadium In Louisville before dropping their first oame to the University of louisville cardinals 21-9.

Corne':'*k Victor Daniels holds on to the ball as he Is tackled by cardinal stephan Robinson.

Offensive linemen Roderick Tomlin and Andy Mahoney prepare to block Louisville defenders durlllCJ an offensive play In the first half.
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Soccer

Athlete Spotlight:
YiDu

fact: At 6-foot l-inch, Du's
parents are both shorter
than her. ''I don't know
what's wrong with the
DNA," she said.

Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor
10,484 miles.

That is how far freshman goalkeeper Yi Du is
from her hometown of Shanghai. China.
Du is the first Chinese soccer player in Racer
history and had six saves in the Racers' first
game against Ball State, three saves in the 2-lloss
against Western Carolina and two saves in both
the 1-0 win against Troy and the 2-l loss against
Bcllarminc. But she bas not always played soccer.
At 8-years-old she began playing basketball
with dreams of becoming a professional, but
after six years in the game those dreams were
dashed.
"'The coach in the youth game tried to recruit
some new player and kicked me out," Du said.
"Because I'm not tall enough there is no future."
It was that heartbreak which led her to the
game of soccer.
"I really-wanted to be a member of a sports
school so my coach transferred me to soccer
team to be a goalkeeper because (she sald) it's
similar to basketball," Du said. "I don't know to
be honest, I just did it."
Despite her success in the sport, Du said most
children in China don't play soccer because of
. the time commitment.
"When I was in a ~ports school we had a training class four hours each day." she said. "It's really hard so the parents don't want the kids to do
hard things, they just want the child to do easy
things."
Her father was not in favor of her moving
across the world to go to school.
"He don't really want me to come here because he want me to stay with him,'' she said. "So
before 1 come here we had very big fight."
With her mom's support, she pursued Murray
State under the encouragement of Sun Wen, 1999
FIFA World Cup team member and Olympic silver medalist.
"(Wen) told me how important it wa.o; to come
to a university, it's not enough to just graduate
from high school," Du said. "If you want to do
things, if you want to help people you must have
some ability but if you don't have ability from a
university it's not possible.''
After sending her parents photographs of
Murray, her mother said she will visit in the future and her father is rethinking his initial reaction to her move to the U.S.
"My father changed his mind," she said. "He
thinks maybe it was a wise choice; it's a different experience of life.''
Growing up as an only child, Du said she enjoyed her mother's good cooking and spending
time with her dog, but the 6-foot l-inch athlete
nevl!r received encouragement from her parents.
"(My father) never says, 'You did good/ he
never. ever, ever said these words," she said. "It's
total different because I know the parents here
always say 'good job' to their children. My parents don't say that. If you did good they say noth·
ing but if you did something wrong they wiU tell
you."
Her new teammates on the soccer team arc
Du's favorite part of Murray and it is from them
she rcccivi!J encouragement and admiration of
her athletic ability and as a person for the first
time.
"Tht·y always tell me, 'Good job, Yi,' and 'Well
done,' they always say those things," she said. "1
just think I'm doing my job. being goalkeeper
and saving the goal and the ball, I think this of
my job, I should do this and try my best to do it,
but they always say. 'You did good,' and it makes
me really happy."
According to Du, her position of goalkeeper is
uninteresting.
"Fur others they can get a goal whatever the
positio,n but for the goalkeeper the only thing
you can do is stay there and watch the whole
game," she said. "If you make a mistake people

favorite ·American food:
~--------------------Fried Chicken

Du is currently majoring
in physical education,
but .said she might
change to business or
psychology.

Favorite thing about Murray:
her team and living with
teammates lauren Kelly,
Stephanie Gale and Jenelle
Cunningham.
Fact Du is the first
Chinese soccer player
• in Racer history.
Fact Du has only studied
the English language
for six months.

Favorite Place: "In my
hOI)letown there is Huangpu
River. it's famous and the
nightville is really
nice," she said.
Favorite Movie: Twilight

arc going to say, 'Whoa. how terrible the goalkeeper is. It's easy to catch ball, how she can IN
the baU pass?'"
Regardless of the pressure, Du said she plays
the game for the moment of victory that comes
with a saved ball.
"It's hard but sometimes when you save a goal
you save the whole team so it makes me feel like
a hero or something," she said.
Five years ago, she had a shining moment of
heroics she said she will always remember.
"We had a game with japan and the Koreans,
and w~ played in Japan," she said. "Our team is
not the best one but fmally we got a championship because I saved a lot of balls.''
After the 90 minutes of that game were over,
Du said the .score was 0-0 and a shootout began.
"I saved four balls and that's a lot.'' she said.
"They also put my picture in the local newspaper
and I am so proud of myself at that moment."
Even though Du's ability to play soccer moved
with her to the U.S., her ability to understand the
language of her surroundings is stilJ a work in
progress and is the hardest part of her transition
to Murray, she said.
"The others. my teammates. they've already
make some new friends in school because it's

easy for them because they usc the same language," she said. "Even lhe other international
students (on 'the team) speak English, so it's not
a problem for them. But for me, I always do
things alone. My teammates do love me and they
try to talk to me but I cannot understand so it's
hard.''
However, she said she is determined not to let
the language barrier affect her contribution to
the team.
"Right now in my life here (soccer) i.-; not the
llnly thing but the most important thing," Du
~aid. "Coach gave me the chance to be here so I
want to show her she jll!it did a wise choke."
In thl· future, Du wants to int1uenCl' t)thcr Chinese .athletes to pursue university sports and
studies.
"I Juve like a dream l would like to help some
Chint:se player who is really good at sports
things." she said. "In China we don't have that
much chance to go to university because we
spend lot of time on training so some of us don't
really have the chance after they graduate high
Sl'hool, they just stop and have to lind a job by
themselves. It's like they spend a lot of tim<.· on
something but finally they've got nothing.
"But I think they arc good l'nough to come and

Racers buckle Under Bellarffiine'S Pressure
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
Last weekend the Racers suffered their first home loss of the
season to Bellarmine University, an early mile marker the Racers
would just as soon forget
Bcllarmine's jessie York scored the first goal of the match just
9:30 in, leaving Murray State t{l trail for the remainder of the day.
To the Racers, the match ended in more than a loss. It represented significant steps backward in their game play.
"I think we came away completely from what we did in the last
game a~ainst Troy," Coach Beth Acreman said. "When we played
Troy we definitely put the ball down. We were playing some quality soccer and then today it was way too busy on the field and way
too many balls in the air. Obviously I'm telling the girls that they've
got to come back to basics again."
In fact. Acreman said that from Thursday's match against Troy
University to Saturday's match against Bellarmine, the team completely reversed its style of play.
"They were completely opposite from Thursday to today. It was
a totally different style of .soccer," she said. "I don't know if them
scoring the goal first rattled us too much and then we went away
from what we're good at, but I was just disappointed with the level
of soccer going on."

Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St., Mu"ay 270-759-2500
• Diagnosis and treatment
of eye disease
• Budget & designer
~ar

·Most insurance
accepted
• All types of contacts

MWTaYState
Employees
We accept your insunmce
for yow- eye exam.

Acreman's team, however, is not quite so pessimistic.
"I feel good because the team is getting better as we get to know
each other better, but after today it's kind of difficult because we
really wanted to win at home," Jennelle Cunningham. junior defender, said. "But we live and we learn as coach alwa}'S says. Next
time we'll be better."
•
With nearly a week between their matches, Acreman plans to
hammer home the basics in her freshmen heavy team.
"Just going ba~o:k to what was working for us," Acre man s:.id. "We
need to play some more possession, minimize the balls that arc
going up in the air, work on the players' touch again and just continue to build frum each game."
In addition, Cunningham thinks the team should cominue to
work on finishing the shot, a stated problem the Racers match
against Troy.
•
"I'd like to see the team work on actually finishing the b~ll,"
Cunningham said. "We had so many chances over the last two
games. With the amount of shots we tmlk, we should have at least
half the amount of goals, but we're not really finishing."
Today the Racers are headed to Tampa, ria., to play in the University of South Florida Tournament.
"We're going to play College of Charleston and South Florid;;~,"
Acreman said. "They've got amazing facilities and they're both
going to be really good teams. I think the girls really need to pull

in

play for collcgl!s, so maybe in the futul'e l can do
something to help them to finio;h the university
to usc that talent."
Coach Beth Acre man said she has been happy
with Du's addition to the team. 1
"Her English is really good for it being her second language," she said. "I think she's really
mixed in well. She's got a fantastic personality
which will really help her, she's vl!ry outgoing
and is fun to be around and I think she has l'ome
in with the right attitude to play well here."
A few technical changes were made to Du's
game, but Acreman said the Shanghai Friendship
graduate has handled it well.
"The Aml'rican style is different than the Chinese style," Acreman satd. "The goalkeepers
aren't used to punting the ball or goal kicking the
ball as much as she's had to do her~. normally
defenders do that for them in China, but she
came in and has been hardcor~. Tht! r1.1nning is a
lof harder here than she's used to but she's handled that well and I would say her personality is
helping her out. She's v<•ry confident and mixes
in really well with the girls and we've been really happy with everything."
Contact Mcl>onald
at
smcdonald3@
murraystate.edu.

Bellarmine Knights: 2
Murray State Racers: 1

together and do what works for us. They're going to need to be up
for the challenge."
While Acrcman sees the upcoming tournarm~nl as a chance to
face off against tough competition, her team is hoping for revenge
against USF.
''They're going to level our athleticism," Acreman .said . ..,-hcy're
going to be very organized. Everyone's still at the beginning of
their season so I'm :;ure they're still trying to work things out like
we arc, but they're definitely going to be very competitive! '
The returning players, however, rememhcr all too well losing to
USF at home just last year.
"I'm excited," Cunningham said. ~rm read}' to play USF again
and beat them on their home field like they beat us. I'm ready to
pay some revenge_"
Regardless of past matches. Acreman said she hopt~s the upcoming tournament will show the Racers what their level of play
should luok like this season and motivate them to work toward
that goal.
"M}' goal i!i to get the girls to understand the level of play they
need to be at consistently through the season," Acrcman said.
"Like 1 say, every game we learn something as we go along."
Murray State will return home to Cutchin Field at 3 p.m. Friday
to take on Indiana State University.
Contact Le,lbetter at kyra .lt•dbetter@murraystatc.edu.
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Open Mouth, Insert-Football

Jason Bourne vs. the cheerleaders
Last year, Greg Waddell and ..-----==---.,
Drew Hursey, former Sports Editor and Assistant Editor, respectively, faced off in a friendly open
debate over a touchy issue: "Is
cheerleading a sport?" Our new
Assistant Sports · Editor Dylan
Stinson couldn't help but add his
two cents worth in last week's
edition by opining that, yes, it is
indeed.
Morrow
At the risk of life and limb, I
Sports columnist
want to extend this already endless argument by respectfully disagreeing with my
friend. How do I do this tactfully? Here goes.
Dylan, you're crazy.
When did the words "sport," "game" and "activity"
become so synonymous that ESPN doesn't even know
the difference anymore?
Cheering is not a sport. It is not a game. lt is an activity performed by talented and athletic people, but it
exists to supplement an ongoing sporting event. And
that's it.
(I think I bear a mob gathering outside my door.>
I know, I know. What about competitive cheering?
But riddle me this: If debate teams turned back flips
during their closing arguments, should competitive
debate then make its way to the sports channels? If
chess teams added a competitive dance routine be·
tween moves, would the game suddenly become a
sport?
Cheerleaders have a hard fact to face. The reason
some consider cheering to be a sport over th~ al'tivi·
ties mentioned above also serve as the same reason it
cannot be a sport.
Cheerleading is primarily associated with sporting
events - as the sideshow.
(The mob is growing. I can tell.>
Dylan said the three main qualities of sports ar~
competitiveness, skill or training and excitement. For
now, we'll ignore the obvious fourth factor of raw athleticism. This way, our redneck buddies won't be left
on the outside with their "sports" like hunting,
NASCAR. ftshing, beer pong and whatever else they
do for kicks.
·
(Now I hear a few angry guys out there joining the
fray. They have Southern accents.)
Based on Dylan's tri-layered premise of what defmes a sport, I want to argue why Jason Bourne should
have been allowed to compete as an NCAA-sane·
tioned assassin.
You read that correctly. If turning the oc~asional
cartwheel while otherwise standing in the audience's
view of the main event constitutes a sport, then 1 say
let's not be stingy.
(They're really getting loud out there.)
Let's open the door to all who flt Dylan's definition
of sport. Why discriminate against the opportunity for
Spec:Ops to entertain the masses at halftime?
So here are the parameters he suggested. Let's allow
Mr. Bourne go through tryouts and see if he lkserves

Ben

Senior forward Kayla Lowe practices her palntlnQ skills on a st
John's Missionary Baptist Chun:h student on AuQ. 20 for the Racers' team bulldlrMJ community service project

Photos courtesy ci Sports Information

Racers Qlllher for aQrOUP picbn with loCIIs from st. John's Mls·
slonary Baptist Church.

Team helps community through service day
Jonathan Ferris
Contributing writer
While many students may take the support of the communi~y for
granted, Murray State student-athletes are taking notice.
The women's basketball team has recently returned the support in a
big way.
~e think it's very important for (our student-athletes) to give back to
the <;ommunity," Coach Rob Cross said. "So (the community) can take
advantage of what Murray State has to offer."
The team of athletes and coaches understand how much the people of
Murray give to the school.
Junior guard Mariah Robinson said she received suppurt from her
church.
"Usually I don't know the people personally but they know me because
I play and they just seem so supportive and always say if \Ye need anything as a team to just call," she said.
Senior guard Mallory Schwab said she received support in the most
unlikely of places.
"I was just in the store the other day and this gentleman came up and
said 'play hard this year; which shows people's encouragement and support for us," she said. •u•s defmitely a good feeling."
While the team has certainly felt the support from the community, it
has also taken the action to repay the community in a big way.
On Aug. 20, the team went to St. John's Missionary Baptist Church in
Murray to help with their Back to School Bash and get local kids excited
for school.
The team hdped with face painting, made snow cones and participated
in fun activities with local kids such as playing with water slides, inflatables and corn hole.

This event was especially illij)Onant to Cross, he said.
,
"It's important for all ofour student athletes to get out in the public so
th()fe kids can see a positive role model," Cross said.
In addition to the service with locaJ kids, Robinson said she is looking
forward to the te4111's annual trip to a local nurslilg home where they will
play bingo and sodalize With the residents.
As the season progresses,, the teatn also plans to visit elementary
schools and the hospital..
Cross strongly emphasizes the importance of building relationships
within the team and co,ordinates many other team activities throughout
the season, apart from just service projects.
"We'.re all really competitive and when we would see each other at the
check points we'd all start running so we could get dooe quicker," Robin•son said.
Her group won a recent team scavenger hunt and Robinson said she
remembers fun times with her teammates such as team dinners. moVies
and hanging out at each other's apartments.
Schwab remembers fun times as well.
KThis chemistry we build off the court helps on the court also with
trusting one another and knowing what people can do," she said.
Whether it's helping out in the community or eating dinner and watching a movie together, Schwab and Robinson clearly buy into Cross' philosophy of building a strong sense of comradery, as evidenced by their
stories and friendships with teammates.
Cross and the players agree that the culture at Murray State can often•
be dominated by football and men's basketball. However, these athletes
said they feel appreciated and supported by their community. In turn,
Cross said be strives to have his players be positive role models for the
local kids in Murray.
Contact .Ferris 4t jferris2@murraystate.edu.

Former Racer
makes debut
on Nationwide
PGA tour

---

Ben Morrow
Staff writer
Nick Newcomb. a golfer whose recent his·
tory includes standout performances as an
OVC champ for Murray State, barely missed
the cut at a PGA Nationwide Tour event in
Knoxville, Tenn., last weekend.
After qunlifying for the tournament by
shooting a (·5) 66 on the flnal day of qualifying. Newcomb missed playing in the weekend
portion of the tournament by only two strokes.
The total purse for the tournament was set at
$500,000. with the winner receiving $90,000.
To those unfamiliar with the Nationwide
Tour, it may be loosely explained as the PGA
version of the minor leagues. Golfers participate in the Nationwide tournaments hoping to
qualify for larger PGA events.
Newcomb, a native of Benton. Ky., starred for
the Racers from 2007-2010. He won the OVC
championship twice with Murray State and
helped the Racers get to the NCAA championship for the flrst time in 2010.
Newcomb said ratht!r than feeling disappointed for missing the cut, he chooses to
' focus on getting better.
"It's what I need - to get more chances at that
level just to get comfortable and learn from it
and make me better," Newcomb said. "It's just
good for experience as a young player. You just
want to get the feel of it and flgurc out what
you have to do to play at that level."

File photo

Murray State Aklnus Nick Newcomb'putts as a
Racer In 2008 at the Miller Memorial tournament
The Racer alumnus said the transition from
college·level golf to the pros has been a difflcult one.
"It's been tough," be said. "I really struggled
at the start of the summer, but lately I've been
playing well. It's a different learning curve, and

each level you go up gets tougher.
..You just have to put yourself in a position to
learn and grow from your experiences. The
more you do it, the more you're comfortable
and the more you learn."
Newcomb said he tries to get pleasure from
the experience of becoming a PGA golfer.
"I enjoy it," the new professional said. "''
enjoy the challenges. Playing professional golf
is something J alw•1ys wanted to do, so the fact
t'im'l mg~ the opportunity ii really enjoyable. For a lot of people, golflng becomes
just a job. I hope it doesn't for me."
Professional golf Is the dream Newcomb said
he is beginning to live out.
"I'm enfoying it because I'm at the point I
want to be, playing professional golf, and it's
really exciting for me," Newcomb said. I'm re·
ally grateful for the opportunity,"
Newcomb said if perfection exists for
golfers, he hasn't found it.
"I always feel that I can get better,'i he said.
"There's always something for me to work on.
I don't know if any golfer ever feels like he's
quite as good as he can be. I have fun practic- '
ing. I have fun going out there and working on
my shots. just trying to get better."
Newcomb said he will attempt to qualify
again for the Nationwide Tour, this time in
Chattanooga, Tenn., in October. He said he is
optimistic of his play right now.
"I feel good. I feel like I can play with those
guys out there," he said. "I shot S-under for the
second round of the tournament. It. gave me
confidence, and I felt it going forward. J just
have to keep working and continue to get better every day and I'll have success."
His advice for improving golfers is simple.
"Work on your weaknesses," Newcomb said.
"That's really how you get better. For most
people, it's probably their short game. Find out
what you don't do well and try to get better..
Once you get that aspect up to the rest of your
game, start the process over and try to improve."
Contact Morrow at mmorrow@murraystate.
edu.

a iChOiarshlP.
Ready? OK!
First, competitiveness. Hello! You die if you lose. No
sport would have stakes this high since the ancient
Mayan version of basketball, where the losing team
was sacriflced ~n masse in front of its ~diencc. No
cheerleaders blocking the view, either.
(Calm down out there! Apparently, safe zones don"t
exist to vigilantes toting pom-poms and pitchforks.)
Second. skill or training. I certainly hope field
agents with a piece know how to flre the srin.kin' thing. r
Jason Bourne doesn't even need a gun. Didn't you sec
him dispatch a skilled attacker with only a ballpoint
pen? Talent and preparation are assumed here.
Third, excitement. See competitiveness. If fights to
the death don't get your heart racing a little faster,
you're dead already. It certainly beats craning your
neck around an annoying pyramid to sec what's happening down on the court.
(OK, I'm getting afraid in here. Could someone
please send a patrolman by?)
So far, tryouts are looking pretty good for Jason.
He's three for three. Now let's apply the clement of
athleticism that truly separates sport from game.
"I can run flat out for half a mile before my hands
start shaking," said the dea'dly amnesiac. That's good
enough for me. Walking from Sparks Hall to Stewart
Stadium is enough to knock me but for the day.
So there you go. Competitiveness. Skill. Excitement.
Athleticism. If a cheerleader can get free tuition. why
not Jason Bourne?
Or maybe. just maybe, neither one really flts under
the deflnition of sports athlete.
(By the way, if I don't show up for my classes today,
please look for a bound and beaten man huddled in a
corner somewhere in Wilson Hall.)
Contact Morrow at mmorrow@murraystate.edu.
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Channel Surfing

'The Spade' features upbeat, clever tracks

The art of the catchphrase

Features Editor Charlocte Kyle
vtTitcs the CD rc~'iews.
Butch Walker has an impressive
resume when it ~omes to music.
His discography features six studio albums and four EPs, but this
does not include his time spent as
lead guitarist in SouthGang, co-lead
singc,r in Floyd's Funk Revival or
lead vocalist in Marvelous 3.
Then there is his pmduction track
record, which includes work with
Pink, Avril Lavigne, Simple Plan,
Weezer, Dashboard Confessional
and many others.
His cover of Taylor Swift's "You
Belong With Me" gained attention
from the country starlet and he performed with her and Stevie Nicks at
the 2010 Grammy A\vards. (He was
the tattooed guy playing the banjolin.)
As you can see, Walker knows
what hc is doing. His name may not
be as recognizable as some of the
artists he has worked with but in a
perfect world he would be.
His latest album, "The Spade,"
docs not sound anything like those
big name artists.
In fad, ''The Spade" has a classic
rock, ;~It-country vibe. straight out of
my dad's album collecti~m. It's a mix
of gl•nrcs that come together perfectly in a world where mixing gemres often sounds like a mess.
Walker knows how to write a
catchy song no matter the genre. and
that's what "The Spade" is really
about: delivering a me;;sage in a fun,
peppy manner without reducing the
listener's number ofbrdin cells.
I'm too young to appreciate the
'80s but the first single, "Summer of
'89" makes me long for those days.
Nostalgia has run rampant in popular culture these days, with every
artist singing an :mthem to the better
days.
These artists usually just tell a
story about their own high school
days. h\lt Walker manages to paint a
portrait, plucking the listener up and
dropping them into a party scene
complete with drugs, alcohol and
dirty rock shows.
The song doesn't sound like a
dirty rock show song, thou~. Instead it's more along the lines of a
pop song. It would be perfectly
radio-friendly if you remove the
swears and shorten it by a minute.
The second single. "Synthesizer,"

SUDOKU
UZZLES
SPONSORED BY

Photo wurtt-sv of iTunes

Butch Walker and the Black Widows' 1he Spade' Is milable now on ITunes, Amazon and through DlnQerblrd Records.
features Walker's tongue-in-cheek
It could easily he a generic altjabs at the current trends in popular
country song, but Walker finds the
music.
perfect hook and delive'.rs the lyrics
"Everybody's writing songs w ith
with an honesty unlike many others.
synthesizers I but I don't have a synlt is one of the reasons I love
Walker's music: he may change genthesizer I I can still get down Uke
res and experiment with his sound
Duran Duran in 1985."
"Dublin Crow" sounds like an
but he never loses or masks the raw,
Irish folk song and while it sounds
honest quality you can't fake.
like nothing else o n the album, its
The last track on the album,
differences complement the other
"Suckerpunch," is nothing lilte the
tracks. It truly shows Walker's range
Zack Snyder movie: it's actually
good.
.
as a songwriter and producer.
The emphasis on vocals leads
Something about the song makes
nicely into ·cto~t Thing to You ~ me want to grab a beer and get in a
I'm Gonna Find." Ttie ballad is a
fight, probably because the song is
essentially a rowdy bar song.
stripped down, emotional ode to
loneliness and lost love.
The addea dialogUe befo~
"So I'll keep another night by this
in which Walker tries to remember
fi re and drink some wine I it's tbe.
the lyrics. only adds to the live stage
closest thing to you I'm gonna fmd,...
feel of the song. I imagine this song
he sings sadly.
is performed the same way live, only
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with crowd sing-alongs.
Overall the album captures the
carefree attitude of youth culture
from the eyes of a 41-ycar-old musician who has truly lived. It's a clever,
upbeat record sure to stay on repeat
"The Spade" by Butch Walker and
the Black Widow~ is available now
on iThnes. Amazon and butchwalker.com through Dangerbird
Records.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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Nobody can resist a
good
catchphrase,
whether they arc a
classic sitcom junkie
or a casual TV fan.
A sense of nostalgia
comes back to you as
you remember your
favorite character's
memorable lines, and
these often-repeated
words can even bring
people together.
For example, if you
grab an orange soda to .drink in the grocery store and say, "Who loves orange
soda?" a stranger in the soda aisle may
reply. "Kel loves orange soda."
Don't be alarmed: they arc just finishing the thought you should have had in
the first place.
You must then ask, "Is it true?" and continue the back and forth until you arc both
proposing the idea of a Kenan and Kcl rc..'union on "Saturday Night Live."
(Seriously, can this happen? It would
make my life complete.)
Some catchphrases are more noticeable
than others. "Family Matters" featured
Steve Urkel and his wacky hijinks. Every
time he would destroy something he
would loudly ask. "Did I do that?"
He bad others, of course, but this was
by far the most popula,r. His catchphrases
were used on a pull-string doll of the
character. I never owned this doll but l
promise I y.ranted one.
1
(1 did have a Baby Dinosaur stuffed animal which played his catchphrases. such
as "Not the mama" and "I'm the baby,
gotta love me." I did love him.)
Usually only one character would have
a catchphrase, but "Full House" featured
multiple characters cheekily delivering
their most famous line at least once per
episode.
Joey Gladstone had "Cut. It. Out" while
Stepharue Tanner thought everything was
"how rude." For the first season DJ tried
to get "Oh, Mylanta" to catch on but ('Vcntually the writers gave up on th.at one.
Jesse, meanWhile, had "have mercy" and
little Michelle had two: "You're in big
trouble, mister" and "You got it, dude."
I like to think this was one catchphrase
per Olsen twin, but they were probably
just trying to milk the cute factor for all it
waswortb.
·
I'm sure the cute factor is where a lot of
catchphrases come in ("Whatchu talki~'
'bout, Willis?~) but it isn't just the children
who get in on the action.
You can't watch "Home Improvement"
without hearing, "I don't think so, Tim."
'' I Love Lucy" wouldn't be half as great
without hearing Ricky say "Lucy, you got
some 'splainin' to do."
•
Let's not even try to figure out the
proper spelling of The Fonz's catchphrase.
but I certainly hope you said it out loud
when you read this paragraph.
Even more recent shows tend to get in
on the catchphrase game, from Barney
Stinson's "Legen- wait for it - dary" moments to Sawyer from "lost" constantly
muttering. "Son of a bitch."
Go on YouThbe and look for the compilation of his moments. It's worth it.
When Josh Holloway guest-starred on
the season two finale of''Community" his
character even delivered the line, much to
the enjoyment of his fanbase.
When done right a catchphrase can be a
fun and memorable way to establish a
character's basic nature with a few words.
When done wrong? Well, let's just say
that even Abed Nadir thinks it's not "Cool.
Cool, cool, cool."
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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Light as a Feather
New hair trend rises among students, community
Anna Taylo r
Assistant Features Editor

Itching for a new look? Whether it's time for a haircut,
new style or different hair color, local beauty salons,
drugstores and even gas stations are selling the new hair
trend - feathers.
1
Hair feathers or feather extensions are attached or
clipped into hair. The types of feathers trending at Murray State arc bright colors and naturals. Some local
salons also offer tye-dyed feathers and even peacock
feathers.
A stylist at Reflections Hair Salon said they sell natural, crazy and peacock feathers.
"We currently have two ladies that do feathers," she
said. "They range anywhere from $8 to $12."
This fee covers both the feather and having it put in
the customer's hair.
Molly Barton, sophomore from O'Fallon, Ill., got her
feather extension from the Wild Rose Salon in Murray.
"I totally just wanted to fit in with the rest of the
world." Barton said with a laugh. "But my friends pressured me into it and mine rurned out cooler than theirs,"
Barton has bad her feathers in for almost two weeks.
She said the service cost $10. Barton likes that the feather piece now gives her look some uniqueness.
"My hair is kind of boring," Barton said. "I've never
had any major cuts or anything done. (Hair feathers are)
an easy way to add pizazz without the commitment."
Feathers not only add color and a different texture to
hair, but they are also easy to take care of and can even
be DIY.
"We don't sell them but you can buy them at CVS.
Walgrecns .and Pockets Gas Station," a stylist at Attitudes Hair Design said. "They are the kind that you clip
in so you can take them out when you feel like it."

Instead of putting the feathers in and taking tliem out
at the end of the day, the extensions can be washed and
styled with your hair, depending on where they are purchased.
"(Mine) stay in the whole time," Barton said. "You
wash them with your hair and I style them with my hair.
When 1 curl my hair, my feather curls, too."
Laura Porter, junior from St. Louis, received her feathcrs for free from a friend.
"I actually didn't get them done at a salon," Porter
said. "A friend back home works at a salon and they discontinued them so she brought them over and put two
in for free."
Though Porter liked the feathers and said she would
probably get them done again, she did have one problem
with them.
.
t
"The only problem that I had was brushing my hair
because it got caught in the brush at the place where the
, feathers were 'connected," Porter said.
Murray is not the only place where hair feathers are
trending. ln New York City the feathers cost $45 a pop,
according to Glamour.com.
Hair We Go Products Blog says hair feathers are more
than just a trend. They originated from Native Americans who used them for different messages. For exampte, for some tribes a black and whlte feather with a slit
at the top generally meant the Native American killed
an enemy. Other feathers represented bravery during a
hunt.
The blog also names Ke$ha and Steven Tyler as inspirations for the current trend.
· Some local salons offering hair feathers are ReOec·
tions, Crew Hair and Nail Salon and Cutting Edge.
Cosmo Prof and Sally Beauty Supply are not selling
feathers.
Contact Taylor at ataylor2@murraystate.edu.

Laurel Martin, junior from Bardwell, Ky.. and Sanlh Beth Hall. junior from RusseiMIIe, Ky.. wear natunll hair feathers. Cetebrftles
selena Gomez and steven Tyler also sport the trend.

Graphic by frin Jackeln ht.> News
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